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Are you a word person? A curiosity seeker? An explorer? Take a look at these twenty-six

extraordinary individuals for whom love of language is an extreme sport.Step right up and read

the genuine stories of writers so intoxicated by the shapes and sound of language that they

collected, dissected, and constructed verbal wonders of the most extraordinary kind. Jean-

Dominique Bauby wrote his memoirs by blinking his left eyelid, unable to move the rest of his

body. Frederic Cassidy was obsessed with the language of place, and after posing hundreds of

questions to folks all over the United States, amassed (among other things) 176 words for dust

bunnies. Georges Perec wrote a novel without using the letter e (so well that at least one

reviewer didn’t notice its absence), then followed with a novella in which e was the only vowel.

A love letter to all those who love words, language, writing, writers, and stories, Alphamaniacs

is a stunningly illustrated collection of mini-biographies about the most daring and peculiar of

writers and their audacious, courageous, temerarious way with words.

The ebullient charms both of Fleischman's breezy accounts and of the work of those profiled

are considerable...for anyone who enjoys words, or books themselves, there's much to love

here in the catalog of serious and silly ways in which language and letters have been deployed,

reworked, analyzed, and improved on. The backmatter includes source notes and a list of

resources for "Further Entertainment." Marvelously diverting.—Kirkus Reviews (starred

review)Thoughtful design elements extend into the back matter, where stylish alphabet blocks

set off sources and bibliographic notes. Roaming today’s school hallways are tomorrow’s

philologists, and the Alphamaniacs may be just the Dream Team to inspire them.—Bulletin of

the Center for Children's Books (starred review)Each individual is given a brief chapter

recounting their word-related exploits, interleaved with colorful, collaged illustrations by Sweet

that look like stray pages from an artist’s overstuffed sketchbook, incorporating relevant quotes

and amplifying Fleischman’s themes of abundance and possibility. A unique amalgam, one that

will charm many.—Publishers WeeklyThe stories...are told in a playful, conversational style,

supplemented by Sweet’s gorgeous mixed- media illustrations that, along with an attractive

layout and high-quality paper, result in a beautiful object of a book...an alluring gift for

dedicated word nerds.—BooklistIt’s a quirky little gift to word lovers...The book is colorful and

lavish with drawings, paintings, and prints. The wit and joy that went into the creation of this

title is evident.—School Library ConnectionIn an age driven by images, this book is an

anomaly. Its audience is language lovers. Even though Fleischman’s gushing writing style gets

in the way of his own love for the subject, the book has unusual appeal and is beautifully

produced.—School Library Journal --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Take a seat, remove your hats,

and discard as well your fear of the outrageous, the brain-baffling, the bizarre. Prepare to

behold a pageant without equal. Perhaps you’ve seen fire-eaters and contortionists. But who

among you has looked upon a lipogram? A mondegreen? Zaum?For most of us, a tree is a

tree. But some 	— 	the imaginers, the tinkerers 	— 	turn trees into canoes and their leaves into sails. 

Those you’re about to meet are of this ilk. Their voyages? Extraordinary. Their persistence?

Superhuman. The realm they explored? Not the physical one, but the airy land of letters.You

and I may barely notice the words flitting around us. But these men and women? Intoxicated by

their shapes and sounds! Seeing music and mathematics where we see simply information!



Collecting, dissecting, constructing verbal wonders as colossal and rarely glimpsed as the

overgrown pyramids of the Mayans! Each of their tales is more astounding than the last. And

every one of them true!We take pride in our progress from caves to condominiums, but is that

the whole story of humanity? If so, how to explain our elaborate pursuits that don’t improve the

roofs over our heads or add a cent to our bank accounts? Could it be that we live not on bread

alone but also on curiosity, challenge, beauty, and play?Ponder the figures I’ll now introduce.

Let the parade begin! --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorPaul Fleischman is the author of many books for children, including the Newbery Medal–

winning Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices. With Candlewick Press, he is the author of

Weslandia, The Dunderheads, The Matchbox Diary, and Eyes Wide Open. He lives in

Monterey, California.Melissa Sweet has illustrated nearly one hundred books for children,

including the Caldecott Honor books The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus and A River of

Words: The Story of William Carlos Williams. With Candlewick, she is the illustrator of

Baabwaa and Wooliam and Firefly July: A Year of Very Short Poems. Melissa Sweet lives in

Rockport, Maine. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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In memory of four fine alphamaniacs:Arthur Bronstein, Gary Cooke, Bob Goldfarb, and Annette

LeSiegeFor Jack, writer and wordsmithText copyright © 2020 by the Brown-Fleischman Family

TrustCover art and interior illustrations copyright © 2020 by Melissa SweetBaird, Jessie Little

Doe. Excerpt from Wôpanâak Language Reclamation Project. .Used by permission of Jessie

Little Doe Baird.Bauby, Jean-Dominque. Excerpts from The Diving Bell and the Butterfly: A

Memoir of Life in Death by Jean-Dominique Bauby, translated byJeremy Leggatt, translation

copyright © 1997 by Alfred A. Knopf, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. Used by

permission ofAlfred A. Knopf, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division of

Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.Cross, Doris. Image courtesy of the estate of

Doris Cross. Photograph by Alex Marks, courtesy of Marfa Book Company.Gold, Mike. Image

used by permission of Mike Gold.Nussbaum, Daniel. Excerpts from PL8SPK. Published by

HarperCollins, 1993. Used by permission of Daniel Nussbaum.The map of the USA on page

44 of the hardcover edition is distorted according to Frederic Cassidy’s own mapof the country,

as seen in his Dictionary of American Regional English.While every effort has been made to

obtain permission to reprint copyrighted materials, there may be cases where we have

beenunable to track a copyright holder. The publisher will be happy to correct any omission in

future printings.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, transmitted, or

stored in an informationretrieval system in any form or by any means, graphic, electronic, or

mechanical, including photocopying,taping, and recording, without prior written permission

from the publisher.First electronic edition 2020Library of Congress Catalog Card Number

2020902046This book was typeset in Filosofia.The illustrations were done in watercolor,

gouache, and mixed media.Candlewick Studioan imprint of Candlewick Press99 Dover

StreetSomerville, Massachusetts 02144
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and discard as well your fear of the outrageous, thebrain-baffling, the bizarre. Prepare to

beholda pageant without equal. Perhaps you’ve seen fire-eaters and con-tortionists. But who

among you has looked upon a lipogram? Amondegreen? Zaum?For most of us, a tree is a

tree. But some — the imaginers, thetinkerers — turn trees into canoes and their leaves into

sails. Thoseyou’re about to meet are of this ilk. Their voyages? Extraordinary.Their

persistence? Superhuman. The realm they explored? Not thephysical one, but the airy land of

letters.You and I may barely notice the words flitting around us. Butthese men and women?

Intoxicated by their shapes and sounds!Seeing music and mathematics where we see simply

information!Collecting, dissecting, constructing verbal wonders as colossal andrarely glimpsed

as the overgrown pyramids of the Mayans! Eachof their tales is more astounding than the last.

And every one ofthem true!We take pride in our progress from caves to condominiums, but

isthat the whole story of humanity? If so, how to explain our elaboratepursuits that don’t

improve the roofs over our heads or add a cent toour bank accounts? Could it be that we live



not on bread alone butalso on curiosity, challenge, beauty, and play? Ponder the figures I’llnow

introduce.Let the parade begin!

MASTER OF PL8SPKDanielNussbaumPainters use paint, am I right?I would have been,until

they looked back at centuries’ worth of collage art and beganadding strips of wallpaper and

snippets from newspapers to theirwork. These days, museum walls routinely hold everyday

objects,from postcards to dolls’ heads. Who needs the art supply store?Artists increasingly find

their materials in daily life.Our first subject has done the same with words. Words pickedfrom

perhaps the strangest source ever tapped.His name? Daniel Nussbaum!His source? The

letters and numbers on California’s vanitylicense plates!· 1 ·

Yes, you heard me correctly. Confirmation can be found in hisbook PL8SPK. Combing a

printout of the state’s 1.3 million vanityplates, adding only punctuation, he retold well-known

stories ofevery sort, beginning with the book of Genesis:INTHE BEGINNG DYD GODCR8

HEAVEN PLUS EARTH. THE HLYSPRTCRUZD ONE TOTALEE VOID MONDO DARKNIS.

THENN GODSAYD, “LETTHERR BELITE.” THERE WUZ LITE. THELITE IS CALLED DAY,

THEDARKIZZ NIGHTT. GODZRAD. HESED, “XZLNT, FERSUR.”One gentleman, I see, has

already left us. He’ll miss the creationof the rest of the universe. Not to mention the automotive

transla-tion of the tragedy of Oedipus, the king of Thebes, who unknowinglykilled his father and

married his own mother. It begins:ONCEPON ATIME LONGAGO IN THEBES IMKING.

OEDIPUS DAKING.LVMYMRS. LVMYKDS. THEBENS THINK OEDDY ISCOOL. NOPROBS.

OKAYMAYBE THEREZZ 1LITL1.And then there’s the myth of Narcissus: BHOLD MMOI!

Hamlet: 2BORWAT?The Emperor’s New Clothes: MYMYMY IMSOGQ.The story of Noah’s Ark:

THEGR81 DOTH TEL NOAH, “IMFEDUP 2DMAAX.”· 2 ·

GR8PLT

Romeo and Juliet: GESSWAT! BE4 HEE SPLIT, ROMEO KISTME! HESSOQT!BYGTME!

ISWEAR!And, most appropriately given its celebration of driving, JackKerouac’s novel On the

Road, the word-jazz classic of the Beat erastarring the restless Dean Moriarty:HEYDIG!

DIGDAT. DIGTHS. DIGGIN ITALL, THERZ DEANNME, ALLAUSYOUNG1S, EGCITED BY

WOWLIFE, WANTING EVRYTNG ATONCE4WEHAD2 MUCH2DO 2TASTE TOHEAR 2DIG2

SEEEE.Is there a Californian in the house? You, madam? If you’d con-sider buying a

personalized plate, you might be giving Mr. Nussbaumthe very word he needs in the future.You

would? XZLNT!· 4 ·
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Some Writer!: The Story of E. B. White, The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus (Incredible

Lives for Young Readers), Unbound: The Life and Art of Judith Scott, A River of Words: The

Story of William Carlos Williams (Incredible Lives for Young Readers), A Splash of Red: The

Life and Art of Horace Pippin (Schneider Family Book Awards - Young Children's Book

Winner), Dictionary for a Better World: Poems, Quotes, and Anecdotes from A to Z, The Sea-
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Ringed World: Sacred Stories of the Americas, Girls Think of Everything: Stories of Ingenious
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Fear: Code Breaker Elizebeth Smith Friedman and Her Hidden Life, The Many Meanings of

Meilan, Ambushed!: The Assassination Plot Against President Garfield (Medical Fiascoes),

The One Thing You'd Save

Reader, “Artfully and deeply fact filled history of English words and alphabet.. Who knew?

History of people obsessed (actually and understated word description in this case) with words

and alphabets and math and documenting varied uses and new-to-you words. Fun, very fun

read.”

Always Be Dancing, “A collection of mini-bios of daring linguists is awe-inspiring, jaw-dropping,

wacky and wonderful.. This is a Junior Library Guild award winner, and I can see why! This

collection of mini-biographies of daring linguists who saw language through shapes and sound

and then dissected and reconstructed it into awe-inspiring, jaw-dropping, wacky and wonderful

verbal curiosities of the most marvelous kind. These creators took nothing at face value-

instead they were able to see language on many planes.I am inspired by the sheer creativity

and found each story so interesting. This is the perfect book for a budding linguist or coder!

This is nonfiction for the junior and mid grade reader that is delivered in a very creative and

engaging way.I so appreciate the great variety of words used-it was really run rolling them off

my tongue, and I enjoyed the interesting illustrations and the diverse fonts.”

Flannery Fitch, “Fun journey through the world of the word obsessed. I loved this clever and

playful journey through various bibliophiles and the language obsessed. I'm hard pressed to

find a favorite individual profiled within, because they're all fascinating - from the inventor of the

Klingon language to the quest to make the world's tiniest book. The art is wild and works with

the circus master's narration. Fleischman's writing is witty and wry, and balances informative

and entertaining. This is a great book for anyone who love words, from child to adult!”

The book by Paul Fleischman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 29 people have provided feedback.
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